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Evolution of micro-discharges in liquid water initiated by high-voltage pulses of nanosecond 

duration is a complex phenomenon. It involves disruption of the cohesion and structure of liquid 

water on a molecular level through the enhanced generation and multiplication of nanovoids, 

followed by the production of charged species in a highly collisional environment.  

In this work, we explore basic characteristics of the anode-initiated micro-discharges produced 

in DI liquid water by applying fast-rising HV pulses to an electrochemically sharpened tungsten 

anode (producing a transient electric field with a peak strength exceeding several GV/m in a 

few nanoseconds). We employ techniques of time-resolved microscopy and emission 

spectroscopy, shadowgraphy and interferometry to register basic fingerprints of the two distinct 

(dark and luminous) phases of the discharge with unprecedented resolution (both in space and 

in time) compared with previously published works. 

Picosecond interferometric and shadowgraph images obtained from the anode tip region 

revealed occurrence of ‘no-discharge’ events evidenced by periodic perturbations of the index 

of refraction.  These are pulled away from the anode surface and with the speed of sound as an 

expanding envelope of the anode tip in the case of peak electric field intensity of ~108 V/m at 

the anode tip (amplitude of the HV pulse at anode side of about ≤ 80 kV). 

At higher peak electric fields, discharge events are clearly composed of two regularly occurring 

and nearly simultaneous phases, non-luminous and luminous. Non-luminous (dark) phase 

occurs with a delay of ~(2–3) ns after the onset of the HV pulse and subsequently expands with 

average velocity of ~(1–2)×107 cm/s creating very dense bush-like structures made of thin hair-

like filaments expanding in a few nanoseconds. The luminous discharge phase unveils simple 

tree-like morphology determined by the extension of non-luminous bush-like parent structures. 

Characteristic dimensions of observed events range from about 1 μm (typical diameter of non-

luminous filaments) to tens of micrometres (characteristic diameters of luminous filaments). 

Spectrometric experiments confirmed broadband continua extending from UV to NIR 

wavelengths as a unique signature of the luminous discharge phase. 
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